“Lemba” by Harry Bell
There is no reason why good cannot triumph as often as evil. The triumph of anything is a matter of organization. If there are such things as angels, I hope that they are organized along the lines of the Mafia.

—Kurt Vonnegut, *Sirens of Tital*

**THIS ISSUE OF eI** is for the one and only, my steadfast ezine partner, BILL BURNS. No way, no how, not possible to ever thank him enough for all the things he’s done to make me look better than I ever was. Endless gratitude.

#

As always, everything in this issue of eI beneath my byline is part of my in-progress rough-draft memoirs. As such, I would appreciate any corrections, revisions, extensions, anecdotes, photographs, jpegs, or what have you sent to me at earl@earlkemp.com and thank you in advance for all your help.

Bill Burns is *jefe* around here. If it wasn’t for him, nothing would get done. He inspires activity. He deserves some really great rewards. It is a privilege and a pleasure to have him working with me to make eI whatever it is.

Other than Bill Burns, Dave Locke, and Robert Lichtman, these are the people who made this issue of eI possible: Harry Bell.

**ARTWORK:** This issue of eI features original artwork by Harry Bell, Ditmar, and Abstracts by William Rotsler.

Participation in an art, although unrewarded by wealth and fame, is a way to make one’s soul grow.

—Kurt Vonnegut
It’s Over

by Earl Kemp

A decade ago I would not have considered saying that.

Now I do.

It’s over!

Ten years of more or less regular scheduled issues of eI have now hit the dust. As I never could have considered publishing any zine, much less an ezine, for that long, I’m at a loss when even trying to explain myself and the things I feel compelled to do to myself. Explain that is, not do!

But there it is, done! Past tense. Already happened. Finished. Kaput.

For that decade I find it incomprehensible that I have had as much help as I have. That all those wonderful science fiction (and sleaze, and outright pornography for that matter) people have given me—and therefore you—of their time, talent, knowledge, and compassion. How they have donated not only those things but the loot they would have earned working for paying markets.

Cheap! Beggar! User!

Me!

And then there’s Bill Burns, to whom this issue of eI is dedicated in more ways than one and for many more reasons than the apparent ones. Throughout the years, not only with this ezine that is half his regardless of how much he tries to deny it, Bill has been standing ready to help me in numerous other directions. He has never once let me down or stranded me without an iota of talent left to force me to surface yet again one more time....

And then there’s Bill’s efanzines.com…the single most informative and valuable SF-related website. Long may it wave!

But I grow older, maybe even wiser, as time passes, and the list of things I really want to accomplish just grows longer and nothing, absolutely nothing on that long, ignored list ever even gets worked on, much less finished and produced in some fashion for my eagerly awaiting audience. You know who they are because their thoughts appear in the letter column of each issue of eI. If you have any doubts, just look at the LoCs in eI59 to find the answer to all your concerns.

#

The visitor counter was placed on eI a bit late in its lifetime so the earlier visitors were never counted. Yet during the last eight years more than HALF A MILLION visitors have clicked into eI. That, all by itself, is a remarkable accomplishment that never for even the briefest of moments passed through my thoughts. I am honored beyond my own comprehension.

#

And then there’s Robert Lichtman. From the very beginning Robert has stood just behind me, pushing me forward. He has made cover scans of anything I can think of wanting available for eI from his vast collection of fanzines and other SF-related material. He has devoted much time and energy in these directions, making eI stand out with glorious full-color visuals.
And then there’s Dave Locke. His quote files have served excellently to separate and divide and define the individual pieces—including Dave’s own occasional rants—as they appeared in eI. That he and I share a similar reverence for The Great And Wonderful Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. does not go unnoticed throughout the pages of eI.

#

"Beyond Lemba"
by Harry Bell

What more can I say? Thank you who make/made eI as special as it is/was, has been, and will continue to be as long as digital data remains reachable.

I have enough ego to go around. I know without a single doubt that eI is/was a one-of-a-kind personal zine. I know without a single doubt that eI will—forever—be impossible to duplicate. I know without a single doubt that all the honors given to eI have been well deserved and that the ones not given to eI will forever shame the honors givers.

Such has it always been.

Leaving me with only one word for you:

L O V E !

Life happens too fast for you ever to think about it. If you could just persuade people of this, but they insist on amassing information.

—Kurt Vonnegut
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